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The California Consumer Privacy Act’s Potential Incompatibility with the United States’ Legal and Economic Landscape

Alexandra Henry*

1. INTRODUCTION

Data privacy and security concerns are a persistent trend that continues to worry American consumers. The United States currently has no comprehensive federal law that regulates how businesses use personal data, but individual states are starting to create their own laws to solve the issue of consumers’ concerns about their personal data. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) is a new state consumer data privacy law that addresses its consumers’ concerns about their personal information, while offering the most stringent data privacy protection for its residents in the United States. The most important and ground-breaking part of this law is that consumers will have control of the way their personal information is used, and they can even request to have their information deleted, which is a right also seen in the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The CCPA’s main objective is to give consumers control over their personal information by increasing their data privacy rights. However, it is important to consider whether these rights under the CCPA are realistically
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achievable to comport with America’s current “patchwork of data privacy laws.” It is also important to consider how the CCPA would be compatible with the way that America’s current economy operates. Some companies may not be able to realistically adhere to the CCPA’s requirements due to smaller businesses being unable to afford the high costs associated with compliance with the law. The CCPA will also have a significant economic impact on the United States, as businesses located outside of California will also have to follow the requirements of this new law if they fall under the CCPA. Moreover, the CCPA may face constitutional issues under the Dormant Commerce Clause, the First Amendment, the Void for Vagueness doctrine, and the Supremacy Clause. The CCPA will challenge all types of businesses, especially major technology companies and smaller businesses, before it can truly be effective in protecting consumers’ data privacy in California and throughout the United States.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT

The CCPA was passed in California due to growing concerns about consumers’ protection of personal information. The CCPA was passed in 2018 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. Enforcement of this new law began on July 1, 2020. California consumers will receive new rights under this law, including (1) the right to know what information companies are using or collecting about them; (2) the right to ask businesses to delete their personal information; (3) the right to “opt-out of the sale of personal information”; and (4) the right to not be discriminated by businesses on the basis of service or price when they exercise a privacy right. There are also specific rules within the law regarding the right to opt-out of the sale of personal information that apply to minors. Consumers younger than the age of sixteen are required to provide opt-in consent for the sale of personal information, and
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consumers under the age of thirteen must have a parent or guardian provide
the opt-in consent for the sale of personal information.\textsuperscript{13}

The CCPA also applies to certain businesses located both in California
and outside of California.\textsuperscript{14} The CCPA will apply to any for-profit business
that “has gross annual revenues in excess of $25 million; buys, receives or
sells the personal information of 50,000 or more consumers, households, or
devices,” or “derives 50 percent or more of annual revenues from selling
consumers’ personal information.”\textsuperscript{15} The CCPA also introduces new obligations that businesses must follow if they fall under the three thresholds.\textsuperscript{16}

Businesses will be required to provide notice to consumers “before data col-
lection” occurs.\textsuperscript{17} Businesses will also have to respond to consumer requests
who want to “know, delete, and opt-out” of personal data collection within a
specific timeframe.\textsuperscript{18} Businesses will be required to verify the identity of
consumers making requests about their personal information to ensure that
the correct person is being informed about the use or deletion of their per-
sonal information.\textsuperscript{19}

The CCPA only protects Californian consumers’ personal information, but the broad definition of personal information has been a major issue in the rulemaking process.\textsuperscript{20} Personal information is defined as “information that identifies, relates to, describes, is capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular California resident or household.”\textsuperscript{21} Categories of information that constitute personal information under the CCPA, include: (1) personal identifiers; (2) commercial information; (3) Internet or network activity information; (4) geolocation data; (5) biometric information; (6) professional or employment-related information; (7) education information; and (8) audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, or similar information.\textsuperscript{22} Personally identifiable information includes information such as a “real name, alias, postal address, unique per-
sonal identifier, IP address, email address, account name, social security
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number, driver’s license number, passport number, or other similar identifiers.” Commercial information includes “records of personal property, products or services purchased, obtained, or considered, or other purchasing or consuming histories or tendencies.” Internet and electronic network activity information includes “browsing history, search history, and information regarding a California resident’s interaction with an internet web site, application, or advertisement.” The broad way that personal information is defined in the statute is important for the constitutional “void for vagueness” doctrine that is later discussed in this Comment.

Multiple revisions of the CCPA have already occurred after the CCPA went into effect on January 1, 2020. On February 7, 2020, the California Attorney General issued additional revisions to the CCPA. The recent revisions to the CCPA attempt to provide clarity to vague definitions and provisions in previous versions of the CCPA. One of the revisions explains that data must “relate to a particular consumer” in order to constitute personal information under the CCPA. The revisions also impose additional obligations on businesses that collect consumers’ information through mobile applications, requiring businesses to provide notice to consumers when it does so. The revisions to the CCPA also state how service providers can use consumer information “they obtain from businesses in the course of providing their services” by listing acceptable uses of that information. Service providers can use consumer information when they “combine personal information received from one or more entities to which it is a service provider, on behalf of such businesses, to the extent necessary to detect data security incidents, or protect against fraudulent or illegal activity.”

On March 13, 2020, the California Attorney General proposed additional revisions to the CCPA, including information about the disclosure of sensitive data in responding to consumers requests to know what information
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is being collected about them. The proposed revision stated that “where a business collects sensitive data and withholds that data in responding to a request to know what information the business is holding about a consumer, that business must now provide a description of the information with sufficient particularity.” The revised version of the CCPA explains this idea by saying that if a company that has personal information about a consumer, such as a fingerprint, the company would only have to say that it collects “unique biometric data including a fingerprint scan,” and it would not have to disclose the actual image of the fingerprint. The CCPA will likely continue to go through this notice and comment procedure multiple times before it becomes enforceable in July 2020. While the California Attorney General has proposed multiple revisions of the CCPA in an attempt to clarify vague definitions and modify certain provisions, businesses may still be unclear if they violate the law and consumers may be unsure if they receive protections until the law has completed the rule-making process.

III. THE CCPA COMPARED TO OTHER STATE CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES

While the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) protects consumers’ data privacy rights at the federal level, the FTC does not have the authority to monitor companies’ compliance of these rights, so regulation of these data privacy rights remains with the individual states. While the states all have similar purposes with their data privacy laws, some inconsistencies are present in the various state data privacy laws. The CCPA is the most recent data privacy regulation to capture the attention of other states, and it could potentially become the consumer privacy standard in the United States, with
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other states, including New York, Massachusetts, and Nevada, already creating similar consumer data privacy laws.39

The New York Consumer Privacy Act (NYPA) is still pending in the state senate, but is very similar to the CCPA, as it gives individual control over their personal information, with the ability to “request that the business correct or delete the data, and opt out of having their data shared with or sold to third parties” in addition to what personal data the business has about the consumer.40 The NYPA has a similar extraterritorial effect and reach that the CCPA has, with the NYPA applying to “legal entities that conduct business in New York” or that “intentionally target” residents of New York with their products or services.41 However, the NYPA differs from the CCPA because it does not contain a revenue threshold for businesses to comply with it.42 The main difference between the NYPA and the CCPA is that the NYPA requires companies to “put their own customer’s privacy rights before their own profits,” imposing fiduciary duties on companies to comply with the NYPA.43

The current Massachusetts data privacy law, also known as the “Standards for the Protection of Personal Information of Residents of the Commonwealth,” has been in effect since 2010.44 The data privacy act requires that “that every person or business owning or licensing personal information regarding a resident of Massachusetts is required to develop, implement and maintain a comprehensive information security program.”45

The Nevada Privacy Law took effect on October 1, 2019.46 Nevada’s data privacy law differs from the CCPA because it “applies to online businesses that purposefully direct their activities at Nevada residents,” whereas the CCPA applies to any “online and offline business that touches a Califor-
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nia resident’s data.” The Nevada Privacy Law does not afford consumers the rights of access, deletion, portability, or non-discrimination while the CCPA provides all of these rights to its consumers. Another major difference between these two data privacy laws is that the Nevada Privacy Law does not give consumers a private right of action, while the CCPA gives its consumers a limited private right of action for certain types of data breaches. In addition to Nevada, Massachusetts, and New York, other states have started to either update their current consumer data protection laws or create new consumer data protection laws.

IV. SUPPORT FOR A FEDERAL PRIVACY LAW MAY INHIBIT THE CCPA’S EFFECTIVENESS

While state data privacy laws help protect consumers’ information in each individual state, legal executives also support the creation of a federal data privacy law. Executives and attorneys at large technology companies such as Google, Amazon, and AT&T have “voiced support for a federal privacy law.” Various bills about consumer data privacy have been introduced in 2019, demonstrating the federal legislature’s intentions to eventually create a comprehensive federal data privacy law. The Social Media Privacy Protection and Consumer Rights Act “would require online platforms, such as public websites, web applications, mobile applications, social networks, ad networks, mobile operating systems” to obtain opt-in consent from consumers. The “Digital Accountability and Transparency to Advance Privacy Act” would have a similar purpose to the CCPA, requiring companies “to
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notify and describe to consumers how data is collected, processed, stored, and disclosed” in addition to requiring companies to provide consumers “personal information collected upon request” and obtaining opt-in consent from consumers.55  The Information Transparency and Personal Data Control Act would require “any entity collecting, storing, processing, selling, or sharing sensitive data . . . to receive opt-in consent from the consumer in order to collect and use such data.”56 Under this Act, companies would also have to “provide consumers with the identity and contact information of entities collecting, processing, selling, and sharing sensitive personal information, third parties involved, and the purpose, storage period, and specific information shared.”57 Although the above bills have not been reviewed in formal committees, they indicate the lawmakers’ concerns and that “lawmakers are laying down markers to illustrate their priorities in the larger federal privacy legislation debate.”58

In addition to the introduction of these various data privacy laws in 2019, the U.S. Government General Accountability Office (GAO) has suggested that Congress should create more federal protection for consumers’ data privacy in America.59 The GAO is an “independent, non-partisan agency” that is an “advisor to Congress and federal agencies” by providing “objective [and] reliable information” to help the federal government operate more efficiently.60 The GAO recently issued a report where they “explored areas where lawmakers might consider reform” in the consumer data privacy industry.61 In this report, the GAO analyzed FTC and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) internet privacy enforcement actions and interviewed executives and members from the data privacy industry and consumer advocacy groups to understand how these government agencies have “overseen consumers’ Internet privacy.”62 The GAO also interviewed Internet-industry stakeholders, who stated that “an overarching Internet privacy statute could enhance consumer protection by clearly articulating to
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consumers, industry [sic], and agencies what behaviors are prohibited.” A former FCC commissioner also stated that a federal privacy statute could “enhance Internet privacy oversight by creating uniform standards for all players in the Internet ecosystem that is focused on the consumer rather than the regulatory legacy of the companies involved.” Even Apple’s CEO Tim Cook has supported the creation of a federal data privacy bill. While the CCPA is one of the few state statutes to expand on data privacy protection for consumers, the GAO report shows that Internet industry stakeholders and agency leaders support the creation of a federal data privacy statute, which may end up replacing the CCPA.

V. THE CCPA COMPARED TO THE GDPR

The CCPA and the EU’s GDPR contain similar provisions and rights, with the CCPA giving consumers the right to have their data be deleted and the GDPR providing its citizens the right to be forgotten, also known as the “right to erasure.” Under the “right to erasure,” consumers can request verbally or in writing to have their personal data be deleted, and companies would have one month to respond to these consumer requests. The “right to erasure” is not absolute, and only applies to consumers in certain circumstances. Consumers only have the right to request their data be deleted if:

- the data is no longer necessary;
- the processing was solely based on consent;
- the processing was based on the controller’s legitimate interest, but that interest is outweighed by the data subject’s rights;
- the data is being processed unlawfully;
- erasure is already required by law; or
- data was collected from a child as part of offering an information society service.
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While the “right to erasure” has certain limitations, under the CCPA, consumers can request to have their data be deleted, “regardless of the purpose for which the data was originally collected.” Other differences between the CCPA and the GDPR’s right to be forgotten include the extent of the right to delete information. Under the CCPA, businesses may have to delete information if it is taken directly from the consumer. If a business obtained information about a consumer from a third party, or is able to “develop the information from its own experiences with the consumer,” then the information may not have to be deleted “pursuant to a deletion request” under the CCPA. However, the GDPR has stricter requirements for its right to be forgotten. Under the GDPR, a business would have to comply with a consumer’s request to have their data deleted, even if that information is obtained through a third party or is developed using its “information from its own experiences with the consumer.”

Businesses that function as data center managers may have more complicated issues with a consumer’s right to have their data be deleted under the CCPA and a consumer’s right to be forgotten under the GDPR. Data center manager companies are businesses that provide “data center services, data storage, and backups” of consumer information for other companies. A data center manager company called Iron Mountain is based in Boston, Massachusetts, and would not normally be subject to another state’s data privacy law because most of its business is “only indirectly relevant” by providing the infrastructure for the data and it lacks access to the actual data itself. However, because it has employees located in California and it provides its services to individuals, Iron Mountain is subject to the CCPA. These data center manager companies may also be required to delete information for individual customers or records, which typically is done through applications that access the data. However, under the CCPA, consumer requests to have their data deleted “may come outside of traditional channels, require deletion across multiple systems, and at a scale too large to handle through existing
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processes.” The CCPA and GDPR also differ in many ways. The GDPR applies to any “business, organization, or institution that collects, processes, or operates on the data of people located in the European Union.” The CCPA only applies to for-profit businesses that deal with Californian consumers and have “gross annual revenues in excess of $25 million; buys, receives or sells the personal information of 50,000 or more consumers, households, or devices” or “derives 50 percent or more of annual revenues from selling consumers’ personal information.” But both data privacy laws have extraterritorial effects, as businesses located outside of the EU are subject to the GDPR and businesses located outside of California can be subject to the CCPA.

The GDPR and the CCPA also differ in their scope of who they protect. The GDPR protects a larger group of people because it protects anyone’s personal data in the EU while the CCPA only protects Californian consumers’ data. While both the GDPR and the CCPA provide civil penalties against businesses who violate the data privacy laws, the GDPR imposes higher fines on companies compared to the CCPA. Civil penalties under the GDPR can go up to 20,000,000, or four percent of annual global revenue for the company, whichever is higher. Under the CCPA, a maximum amount of a civil penalty is $2,500.00 per violation, or $7,500.00 for each intentional violation. Businesses are subject to civil penalties under the CCPA if they “fail to ‘cure’ any alleged violation within 30 days of receiving a noncompliance notice.” The GDPR also covers the processing of all personal data, while the CCPA only protects consumer data. The CCPA excludes certain categories of information, such as medical information and financial information because they are covered by other data privacy laws such as the
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VI. POTENTIAL VERIFICATION ISSUES FOR CONSUMER REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

An issue that the CCPA will face that the GDPR has also confronted is requiring consumers to give companies more personal information to delete their information that they have as a part of the identity-verification process. Companies in the EU have faced problems with hackers taking advantage of the GDPR provision that allows consumers to receive the data that companies held about its consumers. Hackers would impersonate the consumers to steal the consumer’s personal information from the company. After the GDPR went into effect, a hacker was able to gain access to a technology executive’s Spotify account and filed a data request through the website. Through this data retrieval process that was intended to help consumers feel safer about retrieving their personal data, the hacker was able to retrieve the technology executive’s personal information, including their home address and credit card information. Californian legislators saw this problem with hackers that the GDPR faced and have implemented a more thorough identity-verification process in the CCPA to ensure that the correct consumer was getting their own information, not hackers. Legislators created Article 3 of the text of the proposed regulations of the CCPA, which is devoted to issues with “business practices for handling consumer requests.” Article 3 lays out the requirements that businesses must follow for verifying consumers’ identities when they request to know or request to delete their personal information. The CCPA states that a business’s compliance with the CCPA includes complying with consumer “request[s] to know categories of personal information.” Companies would be required to “verify the identity of the consumer making the request to a reasonable degree of certainty . . . [which] may include matching at least two data points provided by
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the consumer with data points maintained by the business” under Section 999.312 of the CCPA.\footnote{Id.}

Through this verification process, companies are still requiring consumers to give more personal information to retrieve their personal information, which goes against the CCPA’s purpose of securing consumers’ personal data.\footnote{Hill, supra note 93.} Companies are requiring photographs, such as selfies and government IDs, to verify the user’s identity before sending the consumer their personal information.\footnote{Id.} This necessary but cumbersome verification process may turn into a never-ending cycle of providing information just to recover your own personal information.\footnote{Id.} Berbix and Wirewheel are companies considered to be third-party “privacy software platform[s]” that businesses use to comply with the CCPA.\footnote{Alistairr Barr, Come On a Trip Into the New Privacy Circle of Hell, BLOOMBERG (Jan. 9, 2020, 5:45 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2020-01-09/come-on-a-trip-into-the-new-privacy-circle-of-hell; Hill, supra note 93.} These “privacy software platform[s]” require consumers to provide additional personal identification information, such as the front and back of a driver’s license and a selfie to ensure the consumer’s identity for the information request.\footnote{Barr, supra note 106.} However, these “privacy software platforms” are exempt from the CCPA because they qualify as service providers under the CCPA.\footnote{Id.} These “privacy software platforms” perform their identity-verification services for businesses by using a third-party software company to process and verify consumers’ personal data, a process that seems to spread consumers’ personal information even farther out of their reach before they can retrieve their personal information.\footnote{Subject Rights Request Notice, WIREWHEEL, https://wirewheel.io/subject-rights-request-notice/ (last updated Dec. 31, 2019).}

Although “privacy software platforms” like Wirewheel claim that the third-party service providers they use, such as Idology, keep consumer’s personal data and images encrypted, the Subject Rights Request Notice on Wirewheel’s website explicitly states that the consumer personal data is encrypted “as long as they are kept within the platform.”\footnote{Id.} Therefore, if a consumer’s selfie or driver’s license information is somehow not kept within the platform, consumers are not actually maintaining control of their personal information.\footnote{Barr, supra note 106.} Companies would be handling even more personal informa-
tion, such as consumer’s photographs or drivers licenses, in order to verify less sensitive information, which is counterintuitive to the core concept of protecting consumer data privacy. While companies seem to have a plan to comply with the identity-verification requirements from the CCPA through using “privacy software platforms,” the extensive chain of technology and third-party software companies involved in the identity-verification process make it possible for mistakes to be made, especially with the these processes being relatively new as a part of complying with the CCPA.

VII. CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CCPA

Several legal scholars have noticed “constitutional vulnerabilities” in the CCPA. Legal scholars have considered whether the CCPA’s “cross-border implications violate the [D]ormant [C]ommerce [C]lause” and whether the CCPA’s definition of “personal information” is constitutionally void due to its vagueness. Issues may also arise under the First Amendment due to CCPA imposing content-based restrictions on speech in data.

A. The CCPA May Be Invalid Under the Dormant Commerce Clause

The CCPA would likely face scrutiny under the Dormant Commerce Clause due to the burdens that the CCPA imposes on businesses through interstate commerce. The CCPA does not directly discriminate against out-of-state businesses, but it does indirectly impose burdens of compliance on certain out-of-state businesses if they meet certain threshold standards stated in the CCPA. The CCPA containing regulations that make it more difficult for out-of-state companies to do business with residents of California may
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violate the Dormant Commerce Clause.\textsuperscript{119} The Dormant Commerce Clause is inferred from Article I of the Constitution, which holds that “state and local laws may not unduly burden commerce between the states, and thereby preventing states from regulating beyond their borders.”\textsuperscript{120} The Dormant Commerce Clause could invalidate the CCPA if legislators conclude that it is a discriminatory law and they conduct an analysis under the \textit{Pike v. Bruce Church} balancing test.\textsuperscript{121}

The first method of determining if a law is following the Dormant Commerce Clause is determining whether the law discriminates against out-of-state businesses.\textsuperscript{122} Under the doctrine of extraterritoriality, legislators could argue that the CCPA is “seeking to regulate activity that takes place entirely outside the borders of California.”\textsuperscript{123} In the data privacy context, an example of this question would be “does a consumer privacy law treat data obtained or processed by in-state companies differently than that from out-of-state companies?”\textsuperscript{124} If a consumer privacy law were to treat in-state businesses differently from out-of-state businesses, it would be a violation of the Dormant Commerce Clause.\textsuperscript{125} Because the CCPA imposes the same compliance requirements for both businesses operating in California and businesses in other states, the CCPA is not facially discriminatory against interstate commerce.\textsuperscript{126}

However, even if a law does not explicitly demonstrate preference to in-state companies, “it may still have a discriminatory impact on out-of-state parties,” such as out-of-state small businesses.\textsuperscript{127} The extraterritorial nature of the transmission and use of data via the Internet creates problems for the CCPA under the Dormant Commerce Clause.\textsuperscript{128} Because data is commonly
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transmitted by businesses and between states through the Internet, the CCPA will likely affect businesses outside of California. It will be difficult for businesses outside of California to accurately determine how many of its online consumers are California residents, and how many of those consumers visit their websites in one year, so businesses will still have to comply with the CCPA even if they only have a small number of California consumers. However, geolocation technology may help businesses track their consumers more effectively, allowing businesses outside of California to overcome the CCPA’s extraterritorial influence on out-of-state businesses. By using geolocation technology when collecting consumers’ data, businesses can pinpoint the location of each consumer when they visit a website or complete a transaction with a business via a website. The precision provided by geolocation technology may help businesses located outside of California avoid compliance requirements with the CCPA, but it may be costly for certain companies, such as smaller businesses, to be able to use that technology.

The second way a law could be invalid under the Dormant Commerce Clause is to consider whether the “in-state benefits of the law outweigh the burden on the out-of-state parties” in interstate commerce. In *Pike v. Bruce Church*, the Supreme Court created this balancing test by holding that a law that “regulates even-handedly to effectuate a legitimate local public interest, and if its effects on interstate commerce are only incidental, it will be upheld unless the burden imposed on such commerce is clearly excessive in relation to the putative local benefits.” The legitimate interest that the CCPA is intending to serve is the protection of Californian consumers’ rights to data privacy. The issue that arises under the CCPA and the *Pike* test is whether Californian citizens’ right to data privacy is more important than the burden of compliance imposed on all other states that engage in online commerce with consumers.

The CCPA will likely require businesses that engage in online commerce to comply with the law due to a company’s ability to precisely track the location of every online consumer through using geolocation technol-
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Legal scholars argue that this burden of compliance imposed by the CCPA does not provide a significant amount of data protection for its consumers, claiming that the only new significant protection that the CCPA provides is the right for consumers to demand the deletion of their personal data. It is likely that the CCPA could be invalidated under the Pike test in the future, due to the high burden of the cost of compliance that the CCPA imposes on out-of-state businesses and the minor legitimate interests that serve Californian consumers.

B. Void for Vagueness

Failing to properly define the term “personal information” in the CCPA may be an issue under the void for vagueness doctrine. Legal experts and data privacy consultants are particularly concerned about vague definitions of important terms and “mechanism descriptions regarding how firms should collect and share data,” making it difficult to comply with the CCPA. A statute is “void for vagueness if it fails to give a person of ordinary intelligence fair notice that his or her contemplated conduct is forbidden by statute.” Under the CCPA, “personal information” is defined as information that “identifies, relates to, describes, is reasonably capable of being associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular consumer or household.” The definition of “personal information” is vague and unclear, along with other terms in the CCPA such as “business,” “third party,” “sale,” and “aggregate consumer information.” These terms could be subject to the “void for vagueness” doctrine because they impose “materially different obligations, restrictions, and liability exposure if a company misinterprets these vague terms.” An amendment to the CCPA, Amendment AB 874, has clarified the definition of personal information by stating that “personal information does not include de-identified or aggregated consumer information.”
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The California Attorney General’s office recently issued changes called “Modified Regulations” to the CCPA on February 7, 2020. The “Modified Regulations” have revised terms such as “categories of sources,” “categories of third parties,” and “household[s],” which are included in the definition of personal information in Section 999.301. Section 999.301 of the Modified Regulations has narrowed the definition of a “household” under the definition of personal information, redefining a “household” as “a person or group of people who (1) reside at the same address, (2) share a common device or the same service provided by a business, and (3) are identified by the business as sharing the same group account or unique identifier.” Section 999.301 of the Modified Regulations has also added new terms in the CCPA regulation including “employment benefits,” “employment-related information,” “signed,” and “value of consumer’s data.”

The Modified Regulations also includes Section 999.302, which provides guidance for interpreting the definitions included in the legislation, particularly the definition of “personal information.” Section 999.302 helps explain the restrictions imposed on the broad definition of “personal information.” Section 999.302 states that whether certain information constitutes “personal information” depends on “whether the business maintains information in a manner that ‘identifies, relates to, describes, is reasonably capable of being associated with, or could be reasonably linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular consumer or household.’” Section 999.302 also provides an example of when a website is not collecting personal information under the CCPA, which is helpful for businesses like website analytic providers to know if they fall under the CCPA.

Although these “Modified Regulations” provide some clarity on what constitutes personal information by providing guidance for interpreting the definition and providing additional information, the definition of personal information may still be ambiguous to businesses and to the average consumer, who is the primary target of this law.
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C. The CCPA Raises Issues with the First Amendment

Data protection laws such as the CCPA might place content-based restrictions on free expression by “treating data differently depending on how it is used.” Because the CCPA can restrict the flow of certain information through data, it is important to consider the First Amendment and make sure that the CCPA is not an unconstitutional restriction on speech. Various standards of review apply to different types of speech under the First Amendment. The strict scrutiny standard typically applies to political or ideological speech while commercial speech receives intermediate scrutiny, a lower standard of review. Content-based restrictions on speech typically receive strict scrutiny review. A content-based law “discriminates against speech based on the substance of what it communicates” while a content-neutral law “applies to expression without regard to its substance.” Content-neutral laws can be constitutional if they overcome intermediate scrutiny. The government can place restrictions on speech “relating to its time, manner, and place so long as it is narrowly tailored [and] content neutral.” Laws that are content-based restrictions are “presumptively unconstitutional” because they “limit speech based on its subject matter.” The Supreme Court’s holding in Sorrell v. IMS Health indicates that there may be additional constitutional issues with the CCPA because sales restrictions in the CCPA may constitute content-based restrictions. In Sorrell, the Supreme Court held that a Vermont statute violated the First Amendment “by restricting the sale or disclosure of records of a doctor’s prescription habits for mar-
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keting purposes.”167 The Supreme Court held that the Vermont law was a “content-based restriction of commercial speech” because the law “prohibited the disclosure [of information] for marketing, but not for other purposes” and “prevented use of the information by pharmaceutical marketers, but permitted the transmission and use of the very same information by other kinds of speakers to counter pharmaceutical advertising.”168 The issue the CCPA might face is that its “distinction between [a] ‘sale’ and mere analytics or processing” of data could be perceived as a “similar content-based restriction.”169 The CCPA requires businesses “to notify consumers of the sale of their personal information to third parties,” but the CCPA also exempts “third parties” from coverage if they agree in a contract to process the personal information only for purposes specified by the company.”170 Sorrell established that the “collection, dissemination, and use of personal data [. . .] is entitled to First Amendment Protection.”171 Just because the collection of personal data “comes from a commercial motivation does not strip it of its status of speech,” so consumers’ personal information that is collected and used under the CCPA receives First Amendment protection.172

D. Preemption Issues with Existing Federal Laws

Although there is not a comprehensive data privacy law for the entire country, there are several data privacy laws that cover certain industries, such as the financial and health industries, protecting categories of information.173 The health industry has the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which “requires the protection and confidential handling of protected health information,” and the financial services industry has the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act to protect consumer information, which requires financial institutions to “ensure the security and confidentiality of cus-
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customer information [. . .] and protect against unauthorized access to or use of customer information that could result in substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer.” The CCPA has recognized the issue of potential conflicts with these laws, and has exempted its coverage from protection for information that is already covered by HIPAA and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. However, the Gramm-Leach Bliley Act only protects information in the context of “consumer financial products,” so information about consumers that is obtained in the commercial financial context is not covered by the Gramm-Leach Bliley Act and is therefore subject to the CCPA.

Internet industry executives and legislators have “called for a federal solution to fully preempt the CCPA.” Although there is not currently a general federal law that would preempt the CCPA, it appears that may happen with the support from industry executives and agencies like the GAO supporting the creation of a federal data privacy law. For Congress to be able to preempt a state law, it would need to “enact a law that conflicts with the state law, expressly displaces the state law, or occupies the field of regulation ‘so comprehensively’ that there is no room for supplementary state legislation.” Although preemption is not currently an issue for the CCPA under the Supremacy Clause, it might become an issue that California legislators will have to consider when Congress creates a federal data privacy law that would conflict with the CCPA in the future.

VIII. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE CCPA

The CCPA will have a major economic impact nationwide due to the way that businesses operate online. While the law will likely have the greatest impact on the technology sector due to prominent technology companies being headquartered in California, other nationwide businesses, including construction, retail, and healthcare industries, will also be affected by the
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CCPA. The CCPA’s extraterritorial effect on companies in the United States may create unintended consequences for smaller businesses and industries that may be unable to keep up with the cost of compliance and additional burdens imposed on them.

A. The Extraterritorial Effect of the CCPA on Out-of-State Businesses

Because the CCPA may apply to any business outside of California if it “collects or sells California consumers’ personal information while conducting business in California and meet[s] one of the other quantitative thresholds,” most companies outside of California could fall under the CCPA. The CCPA applies to companies that do business in California, so the way that “doing business in California” is interpreted will determine if a company is subject to the CCPA. The act of “doing business in California” includes “actively engaging in any transaction for the purpose of financial or pecuniary gain or profit” according to the California Franchise Tax Board. Companies located outside of California can also do business in California “whether or not the transaction is considered exclusively engaged in interstate commerce.” Companies located outside of California can be included in the scope of the CCPA by “collecting, selling or disclosing personal information of California residents,” but it may be difficult for smaller companies to know if they fall under the CCPA if they are not aware how many of their online customers are from California. It will be difficult for companies to know if their customers are California residents without asking for their personal information, which goes against the core principle of giving consumers more control of their personal data and minimizing the transmission of consumer data. Because many companies use consumers’ data without know-
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ing where they are from, they will likely “choose to comply with all state privacy laws regardless of the location of its customers” to cover its bases in case of inadvertently violating another state’s data privacy law. The extra-territorial nature of the type of activity covered by the CCPA creates problems for businesses located outside of California because they may be bearing additional costs of complying with this data privacy law when they may not be required to do so. More clarity on what constitutes “doing business” in California in the context of the CCPA would help businesses outside of California determine if they fall under the CCPA.

B. The High Cost of Compliance May Burden Smaller Businesses

The CCPA may negatively impact small businesses throughout America by taking away potential opportunities for growth from these companies by having such high compliance costs. The estimated cost of compliance is $55 billion for 2020, with the cost to maintain a CCPA-compliant system to be approximately $16.5 billion throughout the next decade. The size of a company will also affect its ability to comply with the CCPA. It will be more difficult for smaller businesses to comply with the CCPA due to the high cost of compliance due to smaller businesses lacking the ability to pay the costs of compliance. Larger corporations, like Google and Facebook, should easily be able to afford paying large amounts of money to comply with the CCPA, especially since they already comply with the GDPR and will not have to make as many adjustments in the data privacy sector of their
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business compared to smaller companies. Smaller companies that are not equipped to handle the high compliance costs may also receive less attention from potential investors, which would restrict a company’s ability to earn larger profits and build its capital for future growth.

People might also be hesitant to become entrepreneurs and form small businesses due to fear of not being able to comply with the CCPA due to the extensive financial costs associated with the CCPA. The CCPA may implicitly create barriers to entry for small businesses wanting to compete in larger industries, such as the technology industry. Large technology corporations, like Facebook and Google, can afford to create “compliance infrastructure to address regulatory challenges” while smaller companies may struggle to keep up with these challenges. Small businesses make up the majority of the U.S. economy, with approximately two-thirds of new jobs in America being created by small businesses.

Smaller businesses will bear additional expenses along with the initial cost of complying with the CCPA. These expenses would include “secondary economic losses” in other areas of a business, such as advertising and marketing. Advertising companies are particularly affected by the CCPA since the function of their business focuses on the use of online customer data to determine their target audience as a core part of their business. The CCPA’s definition of “personal information” is broad and now includes types of personal information that “specifically impact[s] advertising,” including consumers’ geolocation data, IP addresses, commercial information (which includes “records of products or services purchased”), and internet information (which can be an “interaction . . . with an advertisement”).
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The expansive definition of “personal information” under the CCPA will substantially impact the digital marketing and advertising industry because the CCPA now protects information that was not previously “within the scope of personal information under U.S. state and federal laws.” Smaller advertising and digital marketing companies that cannot afford to comply with the CCPA through creating “system modifications” may have to cut off their Californian division of consumers entirely, which would have a negative effect on the smaller businesses in the advertising industry.206

C. Technology Companies Taking Advantage of the CCPA’s Service Provider Exception

Some companies may be exempt from the CCPA due to the nature of their business as service providers. Salesforce’s Audience Studio has created a “suite of new tools for customers to manage CCPA compliance,” which focuses on management of the consumer’s rights to “delete my data,” “give me a copy of my data,” and “do not sell my personal information.”208 Because Salesforce is a service provider, it has certain obligations under the CCPA to offer these tools for its customers. The CCPA defines a “service provider” as for-profit companies that have “a contractual relationship with a business to process consumer personal information for specific purposes . . . [and] the contract prohibits the service provider from processing or using the data in ways not outlined within the contract.” Businesses that are “service providers” are not considered to be a seller of:

personal information under the law if the sharing of personal information is necessary to perform a business purpose, the business has provided notice that the information is being used or shared, and the service provider does not further collect, sell or use the
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personal information of the consumer except as necessary to perform the business purpose.\footnote{11}

The core “business purpose” of a company will determine if that company is a service provider, which is what several major technology companies in the business of selling consumers’ personal information want to redefine themselves as in order to avoid having to comply with the CCPA.\footnote{12} For the processing of personal data to be “considered a business purpose, the use of the personal information by a service provider must be reasonably necessary and proportionate to achieve the operational purpose for which the information was collected, processed, or a compatible purpose.”\footnote{13}

Facebook and other advertising technology companies are attempting to redefine themselves as service providers under the CCPA so they will be exempt from complying with the law.\footnote{14} Large technology companies, such as Google and Facebook, have been negotiating with Californian legislators to allow segments of their company to qualify as service providers so they will not have to stop selling their consumers’ personal information, which is one of the primary ways that these companies make profits.\footnote{15} Service providers are exempt from the CCPA because they “process data on behalf of businesses [. . .] and they don’t sell consumer information.”\footnote{16} The core function of certain technology companies, specifically Google and Facebook, is the exploitation and monetization of personal data.\footnote{17} Google and Facebook are a “duopoly that today controls more than half of the worldwide market in online advertising.”\footnote{18} Social media companies, like Facebook, rely on consumer data such as “user demographics [and] location” to help businesses create targeted advertising as a part of their business model.\footnote{19} With Facebook’s $17.7 billion third-quarter revenue from 2019 consisting of
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mostly profits from advertising, Facebook likely does not want to give up access to its consumer’s personal data.\footnote{220}

Facebook’s platform for using consumer data for advertising and targeting consumers is called Pixel.\footnote{221} Facebook promotes Pixel as a “business-to-business ad service” that uses a “single invisible pixel” on a user’s webpage “to deliver cookies to the end user’s browser.”\footnote{222} When the cookies are on the consumer’s browser, they track the consumer’s online behavior “beyond Facebook, basing a personal profile” based on the websites that the consumer visits.\footnote{223} Through Pixel, Facebook obtains valuable data about the consumer, such as “location, age, gender, and interests.”\footnote{224} Facebook reportedly claims that it does not sell data that web trackers, such as Pixel collect, but that it “simply provides a service to businesses and websites that install Pixel on their sites.”\footnote{225} Facebook believes their Pixel service is exempt from the CCPA as a service provider because businesses that use Pixel can “install Pixel free of charge, and pay only for Facebook to deliver targeted ads based on the information” they collect about consumers.\footnote{226} The main idea that Facebook claims makes Pixel exempt from the CCPA is because they are not “directly selling the personal data they collect” to businesses; thus, they are acting as service providers rather than as a typical business.\footnote{227} However, several legal experts disagree with Facebook’s approach to the service provider exception, claiming that “Facebook also seems to use the data for its own purposes, separate from providing ad services, and can’t rely on the service provider exception for those uses.”\footnote{228} Another legal expert claimed that that “the transfer of personal data as part of the web tracking services would be regarded in the same way a sale would under the CCPA [. . .] so long as the company is deriving some sort of ‘monetary or other valuable consideration’ from it,” which Facebook does derive a significant monetary benefit through its high advertising revenue.\footnote{229} Facebook’s argument that it should be exempt
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from the CCPA because it is a service provider will be one of the first major challenges that the CCPA will face.230

Large technology companies like Google and Facebook are not as worried about the CCPA because they have already adapted its businesses to comply with the GDPR, which is more stringent than the CCPA.231 Smaller third-party companies that transfer data between consumers and companies will have larger financial and compliance burdens to bear with the CCPA than larger companies like Facebook or Google, because they have direct “first-party” relationships with its consumers.232

D. The CCPA May Help Companies Strengthen Consumer Relationships for Businesses

Some businesses would benefit from the CCPA, as consumers will want to engage with companies that protect their data, thereby earning loyalty and trust from consumers.233 The CCPA will also force businesses to be more transparent with consumers in the way they use their data. Businesses will initiate “positive dialog” with its consumers when they inform them “that you want to use their data to better meet their needs.”234 The CCPA would also help companies optimize their business processes, which would increase the efficiency in the way they operate.235 Businesses have to audit all of the data they have in order to comply with the CCPA, and by doing this, they will have a better understanding of the type of data they have and be able to
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improve internal data management strategies, increase efficiencies and save money.\footnote{Id.}

The CCPA gives consumers more control over their personal data by holding companies accountable for how they use or misuse consumers’ data.\footnote{See Christina Hyun Jin Kroll, CCPA: Consumers and the Right to Sue, \textit{Nat’l L. Rev.} (June 2, 2019), https://www.natlawreview.com/article/ccpa-consumers-and-right-to-sue.} Consumers will likely feel more comfortable knowing that businesses will be more careful with their data because they could sue the businesses through the new private right of action under the CCPA.\footnote{Id.} Consumers will also feel more secure by having more control of their personal information, knowing that they have the right to opt-out of having their data being sold or that they have the right to know what information about them is being sold by businesses.\footnote{Id.} With all of these new rights and causes of action against businesses under the CCPA, consumers will feel more confident in interacting and sharing personal information with companies.\footnote{See Divis, supra note 188.} Consumers value companies that value their data privacy, and the CCPA will help facilitate and strengthen the relationships between consumers and businesses.\footnote{See id.}

\section*{IX. CONCLUSION}

The CCPA has a strong influence on the United States’ economic and legal landscape, with other states already creating similar laws and federal bills being considered. While the CCPA will benefit consumers by giving them control over their personal data, companies requiring them to give up more information just to get their information back may be an issue that businesses will have to deal with in the identity-verification process. The emergence of state legislation being created in response to the CCPA shows that the trend of consumer control of their personal data will continue throughout the country, which is a positive change in the Internet and data privacy landscape. However, lawmakers and technology executives’ support for the creation of a federal data privacy law may create hindrances for the CCPA and other state data privacy laws to be effective. The CCPA has already created a wave of consumer data privacy laws at the state level and is likely to influence the creation of a federal consumer data privacy law in the future.

Although the CCPA is not explicitly discriminatory against interstate commerce, it does place an undue burden of compliance on other states, especially on smaller businesses that might not be able to afford to comply with
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the CCPA. The CCPA also has a sweeping extraterritorial effect through its burden of compliance, likely affecting the way the majority of company’s outside of California operate their businesses. While the CCPA is a step in the right direction for consumers’ data privacy rights, especially giving consumers the right to control their personal information, the reality of smaller businesses throughout the country being able to comply with the CCPA will take time.